What influences doctors to work in rural locations?

Student background and clinical education act synergistically

We are fortunate that there is increasing evidence available on which to base policy decisions for building the rural medical workforce. The concept of the rural pipeline provides a framework in which to consider who we admit to medical programs, where we can best deliver medical education that is motivating towards rural practice and why graduates then choose to work in rural locations.

Two new sources of evidence are helping to address the “who” and “where” considerations. The Medical Schools Outcomes Database and Longitudinal Tracking (MSOD) Project has provided evidence of medical student career intentions on commencement and completion of undergraduate education, and data on location of practice in the early postgraduate years. In this issue of the Journal, Hays and colleagues describe their analysis of national MSOD data to determine where full-fee paying (FFP) students intend to practise. They conclude that FFP students are significantly more likely to practise in an urban area.

Their findings should cause us to pause and reflect on the question of who to admit. If we no longer have a shortage of medical practitioners in Australia (compared with other OECD [Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development] countries) but the challenge of distributing practitioners to rural areas is ongoing, FFP students with urban practice intentions are not likely to help address the maldistribution challenge.

Also in this issue, Kondalsamy-Chennakesavan and colleagues, who studied determinants of rural practice in University of Queensland medical graduates, affirmed that rural background is one of the greatest predictors of rural practice. Owing to the maturity of the University of Queensland Rural Clinical School (UQRCS) program, the authors could show a direct relationship between length of rural background (before medical school entry) and likelihood of rural practice. Those who had attended UQRCS as undergraduates for 1–2 years had increased odds of rural practice, and more time spent at UQRCS increased the odds. The effect of rural background plus rural undergraduate clinical education was also affirmed as very influential for recruiting future rural practitioners.

We now need to build on these promising findings from over a decade of federal government support for the Rural Clinical Training and Support program and explore why graduates go on to practise in rural locations. The next stage in the vertical continuum of the medical education pipeline, including the social issues that affect practice location, surely deserves attention.

Postgraduate education occurs at a crucial time in a trainee’s personal and professional life. For most specialties, this training is currently based in large urban centres, and trainees spend very little time in rural settings. Thus mentor–trainee relationships, life partnerships, work opportunities for partners, purchases of homes, and stable child care or schooling arrangements become established in urban centres.

Reversing this trend offers promise of influencing trainees to train in rural locations and then remain there. This may be attractive to older or married students, who are more likely to choose a rural location. The considerable investment in infrastructure and human resources for undergraduate education in rural Australia can then be leveraged to build regional local postgraduate training networks. Start-up funding will help establish the necessary partnerships with postgraduate training providers and colleges for regionally based postgraduate education.

Medical school debt and financial incentives potentially also influence decisions regarding rural practice. Hays et al highlight the large debts that many FFP students incur by graduation, and suggest that these might motivate choice of urban practice in lucrative subspecialties. In the future, increasing debts incurred by Commonwealth-supported place (CSP) students, owing to proposed changes to the HECS-HELP scheme (Higher Education Contribution Scheme, Higher Education Loan Program), might dissuade doctors from working in rural locations and in the needed vocation of general practice, despite the HECS Reimbursement Scheme for rural service. Evidence for the influence of medical school selection on rural medical workforce is growing. Recruiting CSP students from rural and lower socioeconomic backgrounds may prove to be an influential strategy.

Proposed changes to the District of Workforce Shortage, Australian Standard Geographical Classification — Remoteness Area (ASGC-RA) system and Bonded Medical Places Scheme should encourage more doctors to work in rural locations. The Modified Monash Model (MMM) — the updated geographical classification system — will focus support and resources on small rural and remote communities (where the need is greatest), and any bonded student will be able to complete their return of service obligation in any small town (<15 000 population). Application of MMM classifications to the General Practice Rural Incentives Programme is planned to ensure that incentive payments are targeted to relocating doctors to the areas of most need and retaining them there. Better targeting of incentives should provide a synergistic strategy and, when used in conjunction with key strategies associated with rural background, rural education and rural service obligations, should increase the number of doctors working in rural locations.
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